Online Chinese Test (Home Edition)
Test Instructions
Welcome to the Online Chinese Test (Home Edition),
Please read the following test regulations and
implementation notes carefully before the test.
一、Test regulations
1.The test should be conducted in safe and
enclosed room independently without any interferences.
The room should be quiet and well-lighted. Places as
parks, internet cafes, restaurants and the other open
places are forbidden.
2. Computer/laptop, keyboard and mouse and other
testing articles should be ON the table, and all
prohibited items of examinations are not allowed in
the testing room.
3.Other personnel are not allowed for entry
during the test.
4.Any entry, exit nor walking around the room are
forbidden after your entrance (after opening the
online Chinese test system’s interface) till your exit
from the test. Otherwise the test will considered as
failure.
5.Any switching out of the online Chinese test
system’s interface is forbidden after your entrance
(after opening the online Chinese test system’s
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interface) till your exit from the test. Otherwise
the test will considered as failure.
6.Utilization of any unauthorized materials,
including

mobile

devices,

handwritten

notes

or

textbooks are forbidden during the test.
7.Communications with any other personnel are
forbidden during the test.
8.Remain in the center of your camera without any
blocking and keep your camera on during the whole
test, and make sure the shooting is clear and no
choppy.
9. No hat, headscarf, headband,

sunglasses,

jewelry, tie clip nor other accessories are allowed
in the test (Special religious needs please state and
apply at your test registration) .
10.All rules and regulations of “Measures for

Disciplinary Violations in the Chinese Tests” are
applied to Online Chinese Test (Home Edition). CTI
and test centers maintain the right to pursue after
the test.
二、Implementation Notes
1. Online Chinese Test (Home Edition) requires no
manuscript notes. Paper, electronic equipment or any
type of recording equipment are forbidden during the
test.
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2.Do NOT plug or debug the computer/laptop and
other testing articles after the test begins. Testing
broken or failures caused by candidate or equipment
reasons are attribute to the candidate individual.
3.Timing is controlled by the Online Chinese Test
system, and the remaining time will be on the screen.
4.The system will login to the test automatically
1 minute before the test. The content of listening
options are available but not allowed for answer
until the test begins.
5. Constructing sentences in writing pars of
HSK3-5 can be completed by dragging and dropping the
mouse. Please do NOT click too frequently to increase
the loads of the server.
6. The system will enter the next part of the
test automatically after current part finishes. You
won’t be able to continue your answer if you click
the button of “Submit” at the upper right corner of
the interface for ending the test.
7.The

system

will

submit

the

answers

automatically after the whole test finishes.
8.To ensure the safety of the test, CTI or the
third party test center may need to collect testing
information

from

identification

you,

including

information

and

name,

audio

or

photo,
video

monitoring recordings during the test. All collecting
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and utilizations of these information will be limited
within the law and legitimate business purposes of
CTI (Testing safety maintaining for instance).
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